National 7T – 5-year anniversary, November 25 13:00 - 16:00
Link to registration: https://www.lbic.lu.se/platforms/the-swedish-7t-facility

Program

The Nordic 7T community
13:00 Status of the Swedish 7T facility Karin Markenroth Bloch, LU
13:20 The Danish 7T project Hartwig Siebner, DRCMR Copenhagen
13:40 The Norwegian 7T Pål Erik Goa, NTU, Trondheim

Break

Facility: equipment and methods
14:00 Quantitative MR at 7T Gunther Helms, LU
14:15 Prospective motion correction Mads Andersen, Philips
14:30 Communication initiatives Theo Rumetshofer, Tobias Rosholm, LU
14:45 VR Infrastructure call Karin Markenroth Bloch, LU

Break

User presentations
15:00 Epilepsy: what 7T can bring Isabella Björkman-Burtscher, GU
15:10 Mindfulness and fear Johannes Björkstrand, LU
15:25 Motor skill learning at 7T Benjamin Garzon, KI & GU
15:40 Wrist imaging at 7T Simon Götestrand, LU
15:50 Subject experiences Boel Hansson, LU